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Chancellor Authority Now $10 Million
Brand-new delegations increase the Chancellor's authority for
capital project budget and design approvals from the former
threshold of $5 million to $10 million. Following endorsement by
the Office of the President (OP)/Campus Capital Leadership
Forum, the President has signed three new delegations of authority (DA) letters-DA 2574, DA 2575, and DA 2576-related to capital projects. With these new DAs, the President has delegated his
full authority to the Chancellors for capital projects with a total
project cost $10 million and under. The DAs will be available
Colleen Connor
online at the following site:

http://www.ucop.edu/ethics-compliance-auditservices/policy I delegations-of-authority .html
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UC OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Continuing Disclosure for State
Tax Exempt Bonds (GO and LRB)
Disclosure rules apply at the time when a bond is kicked off
with the bond's Preliminary Official Statement and the subsequent Official Statement. Continuing Disclosure docu ments are required at any other time the issuer is "speaking
to the market," such as the annual Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) filing. Continuing disclosure is, at minimum, an annual reporting exercise, but reporting may be
required more often than annually.
Test your knowledge: Which of the following events must be
disclosed immediately?
(A) Principal and interest payment delinquencies

New Facilities Manual Website
The new millennium has moved the UC Facilities Manual (FM)
into the present. The FM is now available on the new UCOP website. This is more than a book with a new cover. Taking advantage
of HTML technology, we have simplified the navigation, references and structure. However, it retains all the captivating,
page-turning content you've come to know and love. As we are no
longer limited to binders and we have HTML link technology, we
were able to reduce the manual's virtual girth by reducing redundancies and the paraphrasing of outside sources. We have not
edited policies, procedures, or text in this migration. Think of it as
an art museum seismic upgrade with accessibility improvements;
yet all the world-class art still remains.
Chris Hornbeck

(B) Adverse tax opinions, such as in the case of private activity in the facility
(C) Any event which prevents or delays beneficial use and
intended occupancy
(D) Bankruptcy, insolvency, receivership or similar proceedings involving the participating agency (UC)
Dana Santa Cruz
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Seminar on Privat e Act ivity ~
in Bond-Funded Buildings ~
CRM is planning a seminar on tracking and reporting Private Activity in projects funded
through General Obligation Bonds (GO Bonds) and Lease Revenue Bonds (LRBs). It will
provide a broad overview of private activity, and focus on the restrictions for private
activity in GO- and LRB-funded projects. Topics will include methods for evaluating
different types of private activity, process for and restrictions to adding private activity
into LRB-funded buildings, and best practices for reporting and updating private activity
through the on -line Private Activity Questionnaire mechanism. Other topics may
include common issues such as rooftop solar panels and recommended actions for
private activity in LRB-funded space. Details will be available in April-please visit:
http://ucop.edu/construction-services/programs-and-processes/cpi/index.html
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CPI 2013- Alternative Delivery
Methods Curriculum
Capital Programs Institute's 2 013 curriculum supports our exploration of alternative delivery methods. Traditional project
del ivery is not always successful for today's fast-paced and in creasingly more difficult projects. Integrated Project Delivery
(IPD), Design-Build, Lean Constru ction, BIM and Best Value
contractor selection are all maturing tools that may assist UC in
meeting capital program challenges. Keep an eye out for upcoming CPI opportunities featuring UC professionals, academ ics, and value-proven consultants addressing many of the best
practices we can leverage. You'll find the current schedule at
http://www .u cop.ed u /constructi on -services/programs-and processes/cpi/index.html, and in this and every issue of Dia logue.
Chris Hornbeck

New Job Order Contract Agreement
The new Gordian Group (TGG) 2013 system-wide Job Order
Contract UOC) Agreement is signed and in effect until January
g, 2018. The fee structure changed from the previous (2011)
Agreement, with an overall net increase in fees; it is important
to understand the changes before choosing to bid and award
new contracts. Contract Administrators should contact Chris
Hornbeck for further information.
4 -Ci icks™ has teamed up with RSMeans™ to offer a competing
menu of services and pricing. For those of you considering a
JOC program for the first time, 4 -Ciicks™ may be an affordable
alternative. If you would like to better understand the two offerings, contact Chris Hornbeck at chris.hornbeck@ucop.edu.

Chris Hornbeck

CA Building Code and Cai/OSHA

~ CODE CORNER

Title 24 (California Building Code-CBC) and Title 8 (Cai/OSHA Regulations) are two regulations with significant impact on design and construction of capital projects. Both Title 8 and Title 24 address public safety in the built environment, and generally do not overlap or contradict each
other, but rather complement each other. Capital and facilities units at the campuses should be familiar with both of these and other applicable
state and federal laws and regulations.

Cai/OSHA: Title 8 was developed " ...to ensure a safe and healthful work environment. .. " for all Californians. Title 8, Chapter 4, Subchapters 4
(Construction Safety Orders) and 7 (General Industry Safety Orders) are most applicable to capital projects and facilities operations and maintenance, but are by no means the only parts that apply.
California Building Code {CBC): The regulations address health and safety, seismic safety, fire and panic safety, energy conservation, sustainable buildings and construction practices, accessibility and other matters. The CBC governs design of capital projects, while some elements of
Cai/OSHA touch on design issues as well. Some examples include (but are certainly not limited to):
• Window washing-may affect parapets, roof guard rails, roof anchors, interior anchor points, etc., and may need to be part of the building design.
• Elevator design and construction is covered in Title 8, and also in Title 24.
• Noise exposure-Title 8 Subchapter 7, "General Industry Safety Orders" contains, among other regulations, noise exposure limits during
construction, but also campus environments at all times.
Contact Chris Hornbeck if you are interested in training on Cai/OSHA regulations applicable to capital projects and facilities management.
Catherine Kniazewycz

For corrections, updates or future contributions please contact: MICHAEL.LINDER@UCOP.EDU

